Red Hot!
By Anna Von Reitz

Red Hot! Kevin Kiley and James Gallagher, State of California Legislators, just won their law
suit against "Governor" Gavin Newsom and his ugly unprecedent over-reaches as selfproclaimed Dictator of California.
Read the press announcement here: https://blog.electkevinkiley.com/we-just-won-our.../...
We are going to undermine Newsom's position a great deal more and leave him no authority
related to our people or our assets in any venue of the law in California. Watch the wave
coming.
We are going to chain Newsom's piggy face and piggy paws to the ground with both
Constitutions and leave him no wiggle room at all. Then we are going to give him the
equivalent of a good old fashioned political ass-whupping.
He and Auntie Nancy will have to sing a far different song, as the Municipal Corporation's
illegal and stultifying oligarchy fades from our memories like a bad lesson learned in a bad
dream.
All California State Nationals who are eligible to participate as unregistered voters, get out
tomorrow and be sure to vote for Kevin Kiley and James Gallagher if you have the opportunity,
and of course, for President Trump.
These men are in the middle of a foreign and often hostile situation, but they are doing their
best to uphold the spirit and the letter of the Constitution they are heir to --- and that is great
deal more than can be said for Governor Newsom, Nancy Pelosi, or any of the other
sanctimonious, self-serving, lying, hypocrites who have too long infested the California
Democratic Party.
These men are standing up against unchecked and unlimited government power, even though
they are part of the Territorial Government. They are standing tall for Separation of Powers
and for their Constitutional obligations and duties to the Public.
So it is now our turn --- those of us who can --- to stand up for them.
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